
GLOBAL UNITE against GLOBAL Anti-CLASS STRUGGLER=CIA. 2023/7/27,8/9,11

In the universal deceit times,telling truth is a revolutionary act.....G.Orwell.

[ ]:NAZIS was not deleted,but survive to have conquered now the world.
⑴Because it was USA(The German American wealthiest)who secretly created plan with
strong financial support for establishing NAZIS Germany.We have been in terrible delusion
world that NAZIS had deleted by their defeat<1943>,The fact is terribly upside down,their
ideology with the technology was secretly imported to USA after the war to secretly rebuild
NAZIS,who silently had accomplished global ruling by conquering almost the nation in the
world not by visible wars,but by the not well disclolsed something.

⑵Internal betrayers the kernel of corruption,
The kernel of this report is the method of conquering almost the nation without visible big
wars,but by fake,terror,threatening,assassination and insidious cruel conspiracy power with
internal betrayers the kernel of corruption(CIA=the invisible military at peace times).

A CIA is awful strong global plague destroying decent social order of moral(religion),
by promoting selfish barbarian desire of money,sex,and violence(due to Bunt’s experimental
psychology) without care on justice,truth,and fratanity.
https://saikolodsm.com/elementalism-and-history/
CIA has been outstanding developer on mind attacking weapons.
Thereby imminent our task is also we develop anti mind attacking weapons.
*Related Report in this site;
http://777true.net/Fixing-Relation-between-Japan-and-USA-toward-full-Truth-Justice-and-Humanity.pdf

http://777true.net/NAZIS-USA-the-Forcing-Injustice-in-Era-of-Having-Revealed-Truth.pdf
http://777true.net/NAZIS-reincarnated-in-USA_The-Warmonger_with-Atheism-is-Defeated.pdf
http://777true.net/How-to-Escape-from-Global-Slavery-by-CIA.pdf
http://777true.net/Lawless-US-Military_who-has-been-making-USA-the-Worst-in-the-World.pdf

[ ]:The History of the CIA
https://www.globalresearch.ca/the-history-of-the-cia/5566699
⑴The Anti-Class-Struggler
Ruling class<US corporate elite’s profit> organization with ideology of capitalism and white
supremacy.it is class-based, bureaucratic and military in nature.
⑵The Lawless.
The CIA does not recognise any barriers to action except those imposed by its clients or by
the force of its opponents—i.e. it is beyond what most of us call the law.
⑶Destroying Society by the Internal Corruption Growing and Ruling
The CIA relies collaboration(=betyrayal) of the Establishment and the
Counter-Establishment in all its forms and factions. The collaboration are mastery of
persuation by reward(bribe) and by punish(terror, assassination)opposition.
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Thereby,their fatal weak point is exposing the betyrayals with their Corruption.
Thereby,deleting fake and risk of lawless terror and assassination is decisive task for us.

[3]:The History of Muppet Japan after the war by the CIA,
Followings may seem trivial matters in small Japan,however the disclosing could reveal
typical method of invisible long years conquering a nation,which is universal for any nations
in the world.Now all we can win by deleting the corrupted portion by global cooperation.

⑴The short Summary of Japan before the war.
UK conspired to make Japan military assisting nation for them by 1868 coup detat.
The emperor was secret puppet of them to have made non-winnable war against US.
http://777true.net/Letter-to-the-Korean-People-in-the-Upside-Down-World.pdf
http://777true.net/Possible-Japan-Independent-Revolution-against-brutal-USA.pdf
APPENDIX_4:Modern Japan Short History the invisible Puppet Nation of UK-US.

⑵After the war,US(CIA)created espionage plot network still working at now.
It was called the Occupied Times of Personal Network assisting for CIA purpose.
*CIA,山川暁夫(Akio,Yamakawa),教育社(Kyouiku sya)、1978.
＊多少古い小本にも係わらず、現在すら通用する CIA 国内活動暴露書，著者は米国亡命

希望ソ連兵発言(CIA 強制誘導で)でソ連スパイと名指しを受けた過去もある

Those person were recruited in every field,military,police officer(intelligence),administrative
officials,advertising agency,journalists,right wig,leftist(communist),religious
activist,entrepreneur,politicians<>,...All of the administration with politician(tax organization)
had invisibly become corrupted since then,They were employed due to dealing of give and
take,or punishment of terror.Thus they had become not for own nation<betrayals>.

[4]:Former PM Abe Assassination<A crisis is also a chance to win !!>>
⑴Abe’s uncle(Kishi)supported establishing the Unified Church(CIA)in Japan.
*Former PM Kishi Japanese Korean was CIA agent who strongly support US occupation JAPN(1960).

Recently a very singular remarkable event occured.A blankgun man shot previous prime
minister Shinzo Abe,which was to disclose long years illegal Anti-Japan activity due to the
behind CIA with the Unified Church(in Korea).They forcibly have extorted large sums of
money from naive and weak Japanese with their specialty of religious intimidation, and have
used the money to buy out conservative politicians(LDP and corrupt opposition lawmakers).
The criminal was a family of victim Japanese terribly extorted much money to cause home
financial difficulty.Thus such illegal event were revealed at the same time,which aroused
great public interest and sympathy, and criticism of the regime grew.
⑵He shot blank-gun,while Abe was actually assassinated by another bullets.
It is told a shot gun with many spreading bullets,If not blank gun,it is too curious that only
Abe was shot,while the many audience around* him had nothing injured !!!.,

http://777true.net/Letter-to-the-Korean-People-in-the-Upside-Down-World.pdf
http://777true.net/Possible-Japan-Independent-Revolution-against-brutal-USA.pdf


*Police in actually faced difficulty to find bullets in post-incident site inspections,
the source not found,following may be rather fiction to deceive public opinion.
https://headtopics.com/jp/223203875412399516877-28046882
In his original motive,he had not to kill Abe,but planed to make a big fuss in the world by the
blank gun,

Sound analysis proves that the self-made gun of Yamagami, who allegedly
assassinated former Prime Minister Abe, was highly likely to be a blank gun: Why are
the media silent?
http://777true.net/Sound-analysis-proves-the-gun-of-Yamagam_%20who-allegedly-assassi
nated-exPrime-Minister-Abe_was-highly-likely-to-be-blank-gun.pdf

Former Prime Minister Abe shot dead
It is almost certain that there was another sniper 2022/6/10
http://www.asyura2.com/22/senkyo287/msg/225.html
Former Prime Minister Abe was shot dead, but the hospital interview on the 8th and the
judicial autopsy results announced on the following 9th、those are completely different.
At the hospital press conference, there were two gunshot wounds on the right front of the
neck, and ammunition entered the body from the neck to the heart and chest.They
explained that he had damaged a large blood vessel,The result of the judicial autopsy the
next day was that the ammunition that entered the body from the upper left arm
They explained that he had damaged the arteries under the left and right clavicle.
.............................................
Perhaps the first hospital interview is correct.In other words, another sniper shoots the head
of former Prime Minister Abe from a fairly high place,It is highly possible that the bullet
reached the lungs and heart.

⑶Yamagami’s True Testimony would Expose the Criminal of JAPAN-CIA Regime
Because,all of the regime(police,prosecutor,...,the government of PM Kishida)has been
telling clear lie!!.Above all,as for them,the being of secret sniper must be absolutely hided for
the world.

The police and the judicial authorities thoroughly intercepted the testimony of Yamagami's
blank gun, detained him for an abnormally long period of time for the purpose of altering his
testimony in coming court, and allows seeing him only by his lawyer and one relative.Even
also they never refer to blank gun.
It is very cleat that also they are being threatened not tell the fact by the authority.
In such ways,we could not expect justice of coming court.
Above all,the silence of the established media on this extremely important historical case
are remarkable enough !!.
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As was warned by author(2022/9/22).
PS:Now the serious ,but also serious important court witness Yamagami is told to be
detained for psychiatric evaluation.Author calls on the authorities to stop illegal and brutal
brainwashing torture like Julian Assange in UK !!.

[ ]:Also Author could Expose Big FAKE SCIENCE WORLD in coming court.
Now he was sued by realtor for 4 years in arrears,It is due to about 30 years long illegal
business earning interruption in<copy right production and sales in physics,economics,...>.
Testimony fact exposing on illegal business interruption in serious worthy goods is winning
both for the defendant(victim) and plaintiff (the chain victim).

⑴Elementary Particle Theory(QGD)had been completed about in1993～1995.
It could expose reality of Big-bang without man-made model,evolution of matter,.......
It can be rapidly proved by testimony of 3 questions by Yes., No.
❶Elementary particle theory is a field dynamics one which is determined only by an Action
Function or Lagrangean.....(Analytical Dynamics in 19th century France).......Yes,or No
❷Universal Gravity field by Equivalent Principle was proved to be a complete gauge field.
(1912,A.Einstein;1956,R.Utiyama;1993/4,M.Suzuki)...........Yes,or No

1)R.Utiyama,''Invariant Theoretical lnterpretation of lnteraction'',Phys Rev 101 (1956) ,1597.
2)M.Suzuki,No3423// Renormalizable Gravity Field as Gauge one in Linear Coordinate.

submitted,but not published by Prog.Theo.Phys(1993/4/15,Kyoto University ,Japan).

☞:1993/10,USA announced 12B$ SSC canceling in half way of the construction,
http://777true.net/Compensation-Petition-on-the-Needless-of-12B$-SSC.pdf

❸Gauge Field Quantization had already been completed by L.E.Faddeev&V.N.Popov,1967
3)L.D.Faddeev & V.N.Popv:Phys Lett. 25B (1967) 29...........Yes,or No
Thus Lagrangean of Quantum Gravity Dynamics(QGD)had been completed,
“some supplemental comment”.
⒜❶❸are established truth in the academism,❷is pure calculation by author without
nothing mistake,any experts can verify it. http://777true.net/GRAVITY_FIELD_as_GUAGE_one.pdf

⒝An action function is a wallet,anyone act by least payment,which determine the dynamics.
⒞Only gravity is to act for all without kind of particle,the unified interaction.

http://777true.net/Compensation-Petition-on-the-Needless-of-12B$-SSC.pdf
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⑵Economy Network Dynamics(END).
END employ only all the account books data(variables)without man made economy model.
Those are exact economy state description itself !!!.END exposed all debts=all bonds,exact
price equation,..enabling prediction(planning) of coming economy.
In the past,author tried to sell the copy right to economics newspaper Co(1999?),the Japan
bank(2023/5/8).,and France government(2023/5/31),etc,..while they replied nothing yes or
no !!.It is injustice(plot by cooperation) boycotts against him.
http://www.777true.net/Quick-Guide-to-Economy-Network-Dynamics.pdf
It can be rapidly proved by testimony of 3 questions by Yes., No.
❶END is a fake economics,..................Yes., No.
❷END is a new worthy economics,......Yes., No.
❸This is question for who answer No both in ❶❷.

Following very serious conclusion is not new worthy result of END ??. ....Yes., No.
⒜Zero Sum Theorem of Finance. Total Debts=Total Monetary Asset.
This serious fact is not written in any economy text books.

⒝Pk=ωkI/Nk,,,Goods=k Price Equation with full variables.
{Nk=supply amount=market size of goofd=k,I=National Total Possible payment,
ωk=partition rate for buying goods=k}.

[ ]:The Global Hiding on the Fatal Science Matters.
If author had gotten a decent position in science society,many attentioned his opinion
and could have turn destiny of the world ?.Then his the most urgent warning are
{☠.❶,❷}

☠:The Era of Anti Class Struggle.
It was American right wig who exposed Bilderberg Group the few hereditary family of nobility
UK imperial and wealthiest Rockefeller.Now they has been ruling this world with CIA-military
industry complex,....It is the world of injustice,fake,and hatred against people who has
possibility of turn their regime by drastic change of their livelihood environment.It is climate
worsening caused by their fatal failure of massive oil consumption destroying foods and
water supply in large scale of social infrastructure decaying,Covid and fake Ukraine war
were planed stages for their anti-class struggle damaging people the global.

❶Arctic Methane Catastrophe causing Global Extinction in fire ball earth(～2040?).
(A):Emergent Arctic Cooling Engineering to STOP Methane Catastrophe.

Arctic ocean sea floor warming would cause massive methane eruption toward
rapid warming and following global methane fire storm causing fireball earth hell.

Just do NOT tell them the monster exists:The Arctic Methane Monster
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2013/10/just-do-not-tell-them-the-monster-exists.html
http://arctic-news.blogspot.com/p/how-to-cool-arctic.html
http://www.777true.net/Blocking-Nares-Strait-Gate-to-Intercept-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf
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(B):Time for Plan B:Cutting Carbon Emissions 80 Percent by 2020 ,Lester.R.Brown
http://www.earth-policy.org/datacenter/pdf/80by2020notes.pdf
The accelerating, worsening climate disruption and climate emergency means that we must now
aim to cut carbon emissions (carbon dioxide, CO2, and methane, CH4) 80% by 2020.
2 Degrees of Warming a Recipe for Disaster, NASA Scientist Says
https://www.livescience.com/17340-agu-climate-sensitivity-nasa-hansen.html
http://www.777true.net/100pct-Renewable-Energy-is-Possible.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Rapid-CO2-Absorption-with-Mineralisation-of-CO2-by-OLIVINE.pdf

❷The HOPE.
⑴The Arctic HOPE :
Though there is salvation possibility of Arctic Cooling Technology.Certainly it is outrageous
scale technology covering wide area .However it’s not that they had proved it impossible.
Then you must notice why they do not disclose such importance and debate in global
public ?!!!. Above all,it is supreme fatal problem of do or die for all !!.
⑵Save the Arctic sea ice while we still can! 2015/03/06
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2015/03/save-the-arctic-sea-ice-while-we-still-can.html
Fortunately researchers are increasingly confident that a stratospheric aerosol haze,
produced from sulphur dioxide, SO2,could provide significant cooling of the Arctic for
modest expenditure of the order of a few billion dollars per year.This type of cooling could be
replaced by cloud brightening using ultra-fine seawater droplets when the technology is
ready for large-scale deployment within a year or two.
＊red characters are by author
Note World military budget＝1.7Ｔ＄/ｙ,World Oil spending＝26Ｔ＄/ｙ !!

⑶Global Effects of Mount Pinatubo<from view of Cloud Making Machine>
https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/1510/global-effects-of-mount-pinatubo
Consequently, over the next 15 months, scientists measured a drop in the average global
temperature of about 1F(0.6 degrees C).

⑷How Artificially brightened cloud could stop climate change
https://metuhmacdonblog.com/2019/03/13/how-artificially-brightened-cloud-could-stop-clim
ate-change/
Salter calculates that a fleet of 300 of his autonomous ships could reduce global
temperatures by 1.5C.

⑸Blocking Nares Strait Gate to Intercept Methane Catastrophe
http://777true.net/Blocking-Nares-Strait-Gate-to-Intercept-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf
Another Drastic Method to Cool Arctic by Shutting Nares Strait Ocean Current.
This method needs Big Gate Building Engineering,however the effect would be drastic to
realize rapid Arctic Cooling to intercept the imminent deadly risk of Methane Catastrophe.
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The engineering is building gate about(20km width with depth 150~300m).This is certainly
unprecedented outrageous engineering,but may be possible by global ability and fund.
It is doubling effect of stopping heat input into Arctic ocean now with annual heat debt
causing warmer Arctic by +4W/m2 to cool by-10W/m2 the annual debt repayment.
The last 10years heat debt can be repayed by 4 years short toward Arctic stabilizing.
http://arctic-news.blogspot.com/p/how-to-cool-arctic.html

http://arctic-news.blogspot.com/p/how-to-cool-arctic.html


APPENDIX_1: Abe Assassination the actual his secret behind<The data>.
[Former Prime Minister Abe dies] ``He was bleeding because his heart was damaged...''
Press conference at the hospital to which he was transferred
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jUBQNIQ7wio
The deadly bullet entered right side neck to left side heart.It was shoot from higher angle
such as roof top of building,It is impossible direction by Yamagami just behind Abe.

[Yamagami suspect empty gun theory] is rich! Dr. Jun Takada's sniping of Mr. Abe :The
forefront of scientific research! Tetsuhide Yamaoka × Koji Hirai × Jun Takada × Yui Sakaki
[The Q&A] 9/16
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RaMiGZwmLEY&t=47s

The sniper's sniping location...the two candidates? Details of gunshot analysis that indicates
the theory of blank gun by Yamagami [The Q&A] 9/16]
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4CVyMDlTscA

Police should conduct live-fire and blank test! ,Blank gun theory is rich in American live
ammunition test?  [The Q&A] 9/16
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=slZKgAUr0xg&t=67s
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